SCREEN ACTORS GUILD-PRODUCERS PENSION AND HEALTH PLANS
Example of a properly filled out Television Contribution Form:

Joe Producer

Producer
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Explanation of Fields
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1. The Studio Code Number we require is the one assigned by SAG-Producers Pension and Health
Plans for the Signatory Producer. Please note, that this may or may not be the same number
assigned to the company by the SAG-AFTRA Guild offices. Please call the Plan office at 818-9734472 if you do not know your number.
2. The Signatory Employer is the name of the employing entity/production company that has
signed the applicable SAG-AFTRA contract.
3. The Start Date of Principal Photography is the first day of shooting. There should only be one
Start Date of Principal Photography per project. This date will determine the SAG-AFTRA
contract the project is produced under and the P&H rate to be used for the production. Please
note, if you are producing and episodic television program, each episode will have a unique
Principal Photography date.
4. The Payroll Period End Date identifies the date that the employee (talent) was paid and will
determine the quarter that earnings are credited to. This should be the date the check was
made to the performer.
5. The Name of Picture refers to the title of the picture being made. If you are producing an
episodic television series, please indicate both the title of the series and the episode.
6. Please indicate the runtime Length of Picture with a check mark in the appropriate box.
7. This section is only applicable if you have produced a Supersized episode of an episodic
television series. Please refer to Sideletter L of the 2005 Screen Actors Guild Television
Agreement for more details.
8. If the product is a Mini Series, please indicate by checking the box here.
9. If you are producing under any of the sub-agreements, please check if Public Television, TV
Animation, Basic Cable (Live Action), or Basic Cable for Animated Motion Picture. Please leave
blank if not under any of these.
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10. The Picture ID is the internal picture ID from the signatory or the paying entity’s systems. If this
number is not available, use the production ID number that is assigned by SAG-AFTRA
11. Picture Type is the area for the Producer to indicate the picture type based on the agreement
signed. This is where you indicate if the picture is a Student Film, Experimental, TV Animation,
Independent, etc. Please use the following codes for the Television Contract:
TV - Television
TV SR - Episodic Television Series
TV MOW -Made for Television Movie (Movie of the Week)
TV MS - Television Mini Series
TV M4V - Made for Home Video
TV PAY - Made for Pay Television
TVP - Public Television
TVA - Television Animation
LBC - Live Action Basic Cable
ABC - Basic Cable Animation
12. Social Security Number – The Performer’s SSN is required here. Please do not submit FID/EIN,
etc. information here. In order to process the earnings and provide proper credit to the
performer, we require a valid SSN.
13. Category is where you will indicate if the payment was for a performer or background
actor. Separate forms should be filled out for each performer type.
If the payment was for a performer, use ‘S’ for session payments, ‘R’ for residual
payments, and ‘D’ for deferred compensation payments in the appropriate
column. Deferred Compensation payment reporting should be based on the definition
described by SAG-AFTRA.
For background actor reporting, use ‘E’ in the appropriate column.
If you are reporting on dance choreographers, please use ‘CHR’ in the background
performer section. Dance choreographer earnings are subject to review by the Plans
based on section 6.G of Schedule J of the Codified Basic Agreement and the
Choreographer Form must be filled out to be considered.
14. Reportable Gross Compensation- Please indicate the Performer Compensation that is subject to
Pension and Health contributions (i.e. do not report meal penalties, mileage, etc. as they are not
reportable to the Plans). If the contract has a reporting limit or ceiling, please report only up to
that limit.
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15. Total Gross Compensation Subject to Contributions is the sum of the Performer Reportable
Gross Compensation from above.
16. Employer Contributions- Please indicate the contribution percentage being paid and the total
contribution amount. Please see page two of the contribution form for details.
17. Special Rate Code- There are lower rates for certain project and residual types. If you are not
paying the standard rate, please indicate what rate type you are paying. Please refer to page
two for the contribution form for the codes.
18. Liquidated Damages- If contributions are late, Liquidated Damages are due. The amount is
based on the total contributions not wages. Please follow instructions on the top of the
Contribution Reporting Form.
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